INTERNATIONAL DANCE FEDERATION

ORGANIZACION FITKID ESPAÑA

18th May 2020
Dear All,
First of all, we hope both you and your families are well. We keep thinking of you in these
difficult times and we are sending you our best wishes and all our love. We are confident
that thanks to everyone’s efforts there is finally a light at the end of the tunnel and we are
getting closer to overcoming this huge crisis.
If it wasn’t for the coronavirus outbreak, in a few days’ time we would have been
celebrating the 18th IDF World Dance Championship. Although, in current circumstances
we cannot meet up and enjoy this fantastic event in person, we would still love to use this
time as an opportunity for all IDF community to come together and celebrate all the
talent, passion, enthusiasm and unity of the IDF Family.
Therefore, during the last weekend of May (Saturday 30th and Sunday 31st May 2020) on
behalf of both the IDF and Fitkid Espana we would like to invite and encourage all IDF
nations to join together and to re-live the World Championship experience. Over those
two days we will arrange live YouTube broadcast via the Fitkid España YouTube
account, where we would love to recall previous IDF competitions, including videos and
photos of performances, most memorable backstage moments, opening ceremonies and
parades, any exciting apres-competition or travel experiences and many more. In order
to make it possible we need all nations to join in and send us photo and video material to
be included in the retransmission.
That is why we ask you and your dancers (with their parents’ consent) to send us files
from the previous editions of the World Championships that you would like to be
remembered and to be shown next week. All the files should be emailed to: idf@fitkid.org
using WeTransfer or any other service for sending large files. We would very much
appreciate if this could be organised as soon as possible, ideally by Wednesday 27th
May. Once we’ve received the material we will confirm details of the transmission.
We really hope that this initiative will bring all IDF community much needed joy and
smile. Thank you very much for your co-operation. We look forward to hearing from you
very soon. Keep safe and healthy.
Best regards,
Leandro Senesi
IDF President
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Alicia López
Fitkid España President
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